
Itztlacoliuhqui - The Aztec God of Winter - Weaving A Legend 
or 

This Dude Has the Longest Name, Why Did I Decide To Weave It? 
By Chana Freidl the Maker 

 
Inspiration 
I was excited to see “myths and legends” as the theme of the A&S Competition this year as they happen to be 
a couple of my favorite things.  Thinking over my options, I knew I needed to do something more original than 
weaving Santa Clauses on some trim.  Nothing about historical weaving patterns really screamed “Myths and 
Legends” to me, so I took to the internet with a general search phrase of “winter myths.”  
 
The search brought back the expected results - Jack Frost, Krampus, St. Nicholas - none of which made for 
inspiring weaving material.  I switched my search to “god of winter” and soon found some new material - gods 
from different cultures.  Scrolling down the page brought me to a short story of the Aztec god of winter, 
Itztlacoliuhqui.  As I’ve always had an interest in the anthropology and archaeology of the Americas, I read on 
and discovered a simple storyline explaining the inception of this god.  Simple enough to weave, maybe? 
 
Of all the stories I read in my search, this seemed the easiest to turn into weaveable designs.  But how could I 
portray an entire story with weaving?  Simply weave wavy lines to indicate the cold?  I started brainstorming 
with a good friend and thought of something crazy.  What if I wove the story?  What if I literally made a 
storyboard with my weaving? 
 
And thus, this piece was conceived. 
 
The Legend 
The clearest interpretation of the original legend comes from Wikipedia: 
 
“Tonatiuh, the Sun god, demanded obedience and sacrifice from the other gods before he will move. Enraged 
at his arrogance, the god of dawn and the planet Venus, Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli, shoots an arrow at the Sun. 
However, the dart misses its mark, and the Sun throws his own back at the morning star, piercing the Lord of 
Dawn through the head. At this moment, Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli is transformed into the god of obsidian stone 
and coldness, Itztlacoliuhqui. [sic]” (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Itztlacoliuhqui) 
 
A Bit of History on the Aztecs and Their Art 
The Aztec empire, primarily based in central Mexico, began its formation in the 13th century and lasted until 
1521 when Spanish explorer Cortés captured the capital city of Tenochtitlan.  Commonly known as fierce 
warriors, Aztec culture revolved around farming, architecture, and a highly structured form of government. 
Aztec art was incredibly elaborate, ranging from detailed paintings of everyday life to monument-sized 
sculptures of gods.  Several examples of their art have survived the centuries and are on display at various 
museums worldwide.  
 
One of the most complex and recognizable examples of their artistic talent is the Sun Stone, or Calendar 
Stone, which was carved around 1427 CE and was discovered in Mexico City in the 18th Century.  It depicts 
the story of various gods’ struggle for power and command over the others in the Aztec pantheon. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tonatiuh
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Itztlacoliuhqui


 
Image source: https://www.archaeology.org/issues/304-1807/from-the-trenches/6700-trenches-mexico-aztec-stone-disk 

 
Not only did their sculptures and monuments survive, a few Aztec codices depicting their lifestyles and legends 
have remained in remarkable condition since their creation in the 15th century.  These codices were often 
created by Spanish monks who worked with native peoples to learn and record cultural details.  The intent was 
to bring them back to Spain so missionaries could learn about the people before traveling to Mexico to convert 
them.  The Codex Telleriano-Remensis contains detailed drawings and descriptions of all the major Aztec gods 
in the native language of Nahuatl, the common language spoken by the people of Mesoamerica starting 
around the 7th century.  I referenced this codex while looking for images of the Aztec gods to see if they would 
be simple enough to depict in weaving. 
 
Spoiler alert: they were not. 
 

 
            Itzlacoliuhqui, God of Winter  Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli, The Morning Star (Venus) 

Image Source: http://www.famsi.org/research/loubat/Telleriano-Remensis/thumbs0.html 
 
One look at these images told me I would have too much trouble trying to weave something so complex. 
Perhaps with more time and more knowledge of the craft I’d be able to produce an image with such intricate 
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detail and color, but for the sake of the upcoming competition, I knew I needed to simplify the design 
immensely.  I ended up deciding on a stylistic sun, star, and bow in order to get the story across clearly. 
 
The bow and arrow is another concession I made to weaving simplicity - while the Aztecs did hunt with bows 
and arrows, they greatly preferred using an atlatl, which is more often depicted in their art.  As more people are 
familiar with the image of a bow an arrow, I decided to use that instead; an atlatl is essentially a long stick with 
a counterweight and would not look as impressive in woven form.  Another image from the Codex 
Telleriano-Remensis does show an illustration of an Aztec warrior using a bow and arrow: 

 
Image Source: http://www.famsi.org/research/loubat/Telleriano-Remensis/page_46r.jpg 

 
Importance of Weaving to Aztec Culture 
Aztec culture placed great importance on the tasks of spinning and weaving.  Infant girls were presented with 
weaving tools shortly after birth and were taught how to manipulate fiber and start spinning around the age of 
five.  Girls were expected to perform every task necessary to turn fiber into finished cloth by the time they were 
of marrying age, fifteen years old.  This included the very beginning steps of preparing the raw fibers, spinning, 
dying, and weaving them, and then sewing the woven pieces together if necessary.  This process is 
documented in the Codex Mendoza, a 16th century document depicting the everyday life of the Aztec people 
created by a Spanish viceroy working with the Nahuatl people of the region. 
 
To this day, weaving remains a large aspect of female culture in Mexico and Central/South America.  Girls are 
taught to weave from a young age and women are responsible for producing most of the woven products in the 
area.  When traveling around the region, one will almost always see markets full of handwoven products with 
simple designs, often made from wool or alpaca. 
 
Changing Techniques 
After graphing the storyboard design, I warped my loom to use a pick-up weaving technique to create the 
piece.  As far as I could tell from images of people weaving from the Aztec codices, they would have used 
pick-up weaving to attain any woven-in designs in their pieces.  Pick-up weaving involves picking up strings 
following a graphed out pattern, so the pattern strings show on the top of the piece, while the rest of the strings 
form the back of the band.  None of the images I found in my research included the cards that were common 
for tablet weaving in Europe.  Traditionally Aztec weavers would have used a backstrap loom, but for ease of 
transport, I used a box loom.  An image of a young girl being taught to weave on a backstrap loom can be seen 
in this page from the Codex Mendoza.  The photo on the right is my original setup on my loom, using a rigid 
heddle to help keep the strings separated. 
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Image Source: https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/codex-mendoza-1542/ 

 
The first few lines I tried to weave using the pick-up technique were not easy, as it is a technique I’ve used only 
once before, about two years ago.  After several failed attempts, and a quick glance at my calendar, I decided 
to switch to a weaving technique I was more familiar with in order to complete my project in time.  I converted 
my pick-up weaving to double-faced weaving, a style of card weaving that allows you to weave a complex 
pattern with a simple warp.  Switching to double-faced weaving, however, required me to rewrite my pattern, as 
this technique stretches the design lengthwise.  I decided to rewrite as I went, which worked well for the letters. 
The sun required slightly more planning and I had to sacrifice some of the intricacies I originally wanted to 
include. 
 

 
Loom setup after converting loom to card weaving 

 
As soon as I started weaving I knew I made the right choice; I was easily able to go through my pattern and 
wove at a good pace during my breaks at work.  Though Aztec weavers did not use double-faced card weaving 
to include details in the cloth, it was the easiest technique for me to use to accomplish this project.  In Aztec 

https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/codex-mendoza-1542/


and traditional Mexican weaving, most details would be embroidered onto the fabric after the piece was sewn 
together. 
 
Materials 
I usually use cotton for my weaving projects and need to explain that although it’s not period, due to cost 
constraints and color choices, it is the most accessible material.  I was pleased to find out, however, that cotton 
was actually a period material in Aztec culture, though it was used as payment and tribute to the upper class. 
Lower class people would spin and weave their own clothing out of rougher materials such as yucca and palm 
fibers. 
 
My original intent was to purchase white cotton yarn and dye it using indigo, a native plant to the area and a 
natural material they would have used to dye their yarn during this period.  In my research I came across 
something called Maya Blue, a specific color and type of pigment made for Mayan sacrificial victims and used 
on pottery during the same time period as the Aztecs (the Maya were located further south in the area now 
encompassing southern Mexico, Guatemala, and Belize).  It is a mixture of indigo and clay that provides such 
a stable color that it is still just as vibrant today as it was when originally used hundreds of years ago.  I found a 
store that offered Maya Blue as a dry pigment, but having never used a pigment to dye yarn before, I decided 
to forgo this level of authenticity in creating this piece.  I hope to practice with natural dyes in the future, 
however, so I can begin using them in my weaving. 
 
Mistakes, Missed Steps, and Misweavings 
When I explain double-faced weaving to people, I use the phrase, “If you can graph it, you can weave it.” 
While this is ostensibly true, there are some caveats; namely the aspect ratio is much different in the woven 
product.  My first graphed pattern, which I spent a couple hours on, would now be stretched about twice as 
long as I wove it.  I rewrote my pattern as I went, making sure to carefully graph it as I made the new images, 
but even then, I’m sure I unintentionally changed the pattern without marking it.  I was never quite happy with 
the sun, which is why there are different versions in the finished piece, and though I swear I wove the morning 
star the exact way it was written, it inexplicably shows up three different ways on the band. 
 
After weaving for the first few hours, I found the need to re-warp the remaining unwoven part of the band as 
the border strings were becoming too tight to move the band forward on the loom.  When I untied everything I 
realized two strings were wrapped in the opposite direction from all the others, preventing me from keeping the 
tension of the band even.  After rewarping it, my tension immediately improved and there is a visible decrease 
in the width as I was finally able to pull the weft strand through properly.  This resulted in my band being 
distinctly wider at the beginning and skinnier at the end, which drives me absolutely crazy.  
 
This band is hardly my best work, and I almost didn’t want to enter it into any competitions as it doesn’t 
represent the quality of weaving I can produce.  I was aiming to try something new though, and I feel I 
succeeded in that goal.  I have created a piece I have never seen another person weave, and despite my 
critiques of the finished product’s quality, I am happy with what I accomplished.  The widths might be different 
throughout the band, and the images may not be a consistent size or shape (even though I used the same 
graph), but I still created a piece I am proud of. 
 
Worldly Concerns 
When starting out on this grand weaving adventure, I worried my project would not be considered “period 
enough” to enter into a competition.  Yes, figures were depicted in Aztec art, but their weaving was mostly 
utilitarian, either plain colors or with simple geometric designs.  Sure, they painted images of their gods, but 
never a full storyline of their creation.  In fact, the only example I can think of where a story is depicted entirely 



through cloth is the Bayeux Tapestry, which was created in 11th-century Europe, and done by embroidery 
rather than weaving.  The concept of weaving an entire story was probably not one the Aztecs would have 
embraced, as weaving was time consuming and would have been saved for garments and bags that had a 
practical use.  As I mentioned before, any elaborate decoration added to these garments would have either 
been embroidered or painted on at the end.  Simple color changes such as stripes or geometric designs would 
have been woven in, but nothing like the story board I created. 
 
This gave me pause for a bit, as I wasn’t sure how my woven piece would be taken in a historical context.  I 
was interested in weaving something different and wasn’t terribly concerned that it wasn’t based on an actual 
extant piece.  I was also worried that this project would be viewed negatively because it is not strictly European 
in scope.  When researching medieval weaving one encounters burial finds from Viking culture, but no 
information about weaving in the Americas, even though the Aztecs and Mayans lived during this time period 
as well.  In fact, South America has such a rich weaving culture throughout history that many of their 
techniques and designs are still used today.  I hope to continue in this vein if I continue competing with woven 
pieces, bringing the A&S community’s attention to weaving traditions outside of Europe, as it is a craft that has 
been cherished all over the world. 
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